Boost Your Productivity
Speed up complex analysis processes so you can focus on more productive pursuits. Each App is fully integrated
with CaseWare IDEA® to save you hours of effort.
• Easy to use – simply follow the dialogue boxes for the routines, accept the user criteria and make your selection
• Save hours of effort while improving the quality and consistency of your work
• Affordable with Help Desk support included

Relative Size Factor
Quickly detect potential data errors or red flags that require further investigation with this Benford’s Law test,
developed by expert Mark Nigrini. The App calculates the relative size of the largest number in a subset in relation to
the next largest number.

Running Total
IDEA’s Control Total provides a single value for a column. The Running Total App adds a cumulative total column to a
database, allowing you to see changes in the value as each new row is added to the previous.

Address XChecker
Cross-matching addresses can be tricky because of variations in spelling and punctuation. A better way to search
for duplicates or fraud is to look at just the numbers – specifically the street address and first 5 digits of the zip
code. The Address XChecker App allows you to easily perform a “fuzzy match” by cross-matching employee and
vendor files. With just a few clicks, it’s proven successful in finding true matches that normally haven’t been found.

Risk-Based Payroll Testing
Quickly identify employees who are potentially violating payroll processes or controls.
• 14 tests can be run in various combinations, including the ability to drill down for greater detail
• Select which tests to run, input additional information needed for specific parameters
• Control how scores are weighted
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Looping Search
Key word searches are highly effective in finding purchasing card, travel and entertainment (T&E) or other types of
fraud. The challenge is recording all those key words, editing or updating a formula, and managing character limits.
• Search in 1, 2, or 3 fields using words or wildcard fragments contained in a second file
• Grow your list of key words in Excel, import them into IDEA to capture the most current version,
then use them over and over, year to year, file to file
• Add words to the Excel list instead of maintaining an extremely long formula

Word List Maker
Focus on the results rather than the process. This time-saving app utilizes the IDEAScript feature to run tests by
simply answering several prompts and simplifies the process of creating a unique list of words.
• Create a unique list of the words found in a selected field
• All the words are converted to uppercase and special characters are removed
• Final word list is ordered based on the frequency of word usage with the most frequently used
words appearing at the top

Excel Export Utility
Forget the tedious process of exporting IDEA databases one at a time into Excel.
• Exports multiple IDEA databases into separate worksheets in Excel
• Automatically names each sheet based on the IDEA database name
• Export one, all, or any combination of IDEA databases in the IDEA Project folder to a new
or existing Excel file without copy-and-paste steps
• Export databases contained in subfolders of the IDEA Project folder

Get the App Today!
Contact analytics@audimation.com to order the App
or click on the “SmartAnalyzer” tab within IDEA to visit
the IDEA Marketplace.
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